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factors that are interconnected to influence 
the overall catalytic activity. The funda-
mental roles of various factors that domi-
nate the reaction have been investigated 
for the 2D transition metal dichalcogenide 
(TMD) HER catalysts. Understanding 
the dominance of individual factors, such 
as the active sites for the reaction, elec-
tronic properties of the catalyst, and the 
role of interfaces in the system, is critical 
for rational design of electrocatalysts.[1–3] 
Molybdenum disulfide (MoS2), an earth 
abundant layered solid, has been studied 
as an alternative nonprecious low-cost 
high-performance electrocatalyst for HER 
to replace the noble metals such as Pt.[2] 
Earlier theoretical calculation of Gibbs free 
energy of hydrogen adsorption (∆GH) and 
experimental studies of MoS2 on Au (111) 
found that the edge sites are active,[4] while 
the basal plane sites are inert.[5] Thus, 

various nanostructured MoS2 were fabricated to maximize the 
number of active edge sites such as double-gyroid films[6] and 
defect-rich[7] and amorphous nanostructures.[8,9]

For the electrochemical hydrogen evolution reaction (HER), the electrical 
properties of catalysts can play an important role in influencing the overall 
catalytic activity. This is particularly important for semiconducting HER cata-
lysts such as MoS2, which has been extensively studied over the last decade. 
Herein, on-chip microreactors on two model catalysts, semiconducting MoS2 
and semimetallic WTe2, are employed to extract the effects of individual fac-
tors and study their relations with the HER catalytic activity. It is shown that 
electron injection at the catalyst/current collector interface and intralayer and 
interlayer charge transport within the catalyst can be more important than 
thermodynamic energy considerations. For WTe2, the site-dependent activities 
and the relations of the pure thermodynamics to the overall activity are meas-
ured and established, as the microreactors allow precise measurements of 
the type and area of the catalytic sites. The approach presents opportunities 
to study electrochemical reactions systematically to help establish rational 
design principles for future electrocatalysts.

Hydrogen-Evolution Reaction

Making advances in heterogeneous electrocatalysts is often 
obstructed by the complexity of the reaction system. Electrocata-
lytic hydrogen evolution reaction (HER) is complex with multiple 
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Yet, simply increasing the edge sites of MoS2 does not 
guarantee good activity, as evidenced by the vertically aligned 
films[10] and edge-rich pyramid nanostructures.[11] Recent 
studies have indeed shown that the inert MoS2 basal plane 
can become catalytically active by phase transformation from 
2H to 1T′ phase[12] or by inducing strain and sulfur vacan-
cies.[13] The improved HER activity is mainly attributed to the 
favorable tuning of thermodynamic ∆GH or the improved elec-
trical conductivity.[14] However, relative contributions of the 
thermodynamic ∆GH, conductivity, and electronic coupling at 
the interface in 2H-MoS2 hybrid nanostructures with graphene 
oxides,[15] carbon nanotubes,[16] or cobalt based dichalcogen-
ides[8,17] remain unclear. These results suggest that the HER 
reaction on 2D TMD materials is quite complex, and system-
atic understanding of the role of individual factors that affect 
HER is essential.[3] Several works have inferred contributions 
from individual factors, such as different catalytic sites, phases, 
and interlayer hopping, to catalytic activity, but often straight-
forward interpretation of the results is difficult.[11,14,18] Hence, 
the absence of direct experimental proof renders these inferred 
conclusions complicated and inconsistent.

In this work, we employed on-chip microreactors[19,20] to 
extract the effects of individual factors and directly study their 
relations with catalytic activities. We find that the electron injec-
tion, such as at the catalyst/current collector interface and intra-
layer and interlayer charge transport, can be equally important 
to thermodynamic energy considerations. We also obtain the 
site-dependent activities and the pure thermodynamics-to-the 
overall activity relations. These results provide the basis for a 
comprehensive understanding of the TMD catalytic activity, 
crucial for building rational design principles to improve the 
catalytic performance.

Figure 1a shows a schematic of the HER process, high-
lighting two key aspects. First, in an acidic medium, the like-
lihood of the hydronium cation being absorbed on the active 
site on the catalyst surface is determined by the catalytic 
activity of the reaction site (H+ + e− → H*, where H* denotes a 
hydrogen atom chemically adsorbed on the active site). Second, 
the type of the hydrogen release process, Heyrovsky reaction 
(H* + H+ + e− → H2) or Tafel reaction (H* + H* → H2), is 
partly determined by the effectiveness of charge injection from 
the current collector to the catalyst as well as charge transport 
across the catalyst. For semiconducting catalyst like MoS2, an 
extra barrier may exist to prevent efficient charge injection. A 
tunnel barrier called Schottky barrier exists at the metal–semi-
conductor interface due to the energy difference between the 
Fermi level of the metal and the conduction band minimum 
of the semiconductor. For a single-layer MoS2 whose semicon-
ducting band gap is quite large, the Schottky barrier height is 
significant.[21] A number of studies, both experimental[22] and 
theoretical,[23] have investigated the Schottky barrier at the 
MoS2–gold interface in the context of studying field effect tran-
sistors based on MoS2.[24] Therefore, both the thermoneutral 
∆GH of the catalyst sites and the Schottky barrier (ΦSC) at the 
catalyst/current collector interface are important for the overall 
performance of the HER.

To examine the relative importance of ∆GH and Φsc, we 
compare two contrasting model catalysts: MoS2 and WTe2 
single-crystalline flakes.[25] Ab initio calculations were performed 

employing the plane wave[26] density functional theory (DFT)[27] 
and using the projected augmented wave method[28] as imple-
mented in the Vienna Ab Initio Simulation Package code[29] to 
study the ∆GH and band structures. MoS2 has a favorable ∆GH 
for HER while its electrical property is not ideal as a semicon-
ductor with low electron mobility and potentially high Φsc. In 
contrast, WTe2 has an unfavorable ∆GH while its electrical prop-
erty is favorable as a semimetal with high electron mobility. 
Figure 1b shows the side and top views of a WTe2 single-layer 
crystal structure with various sites for hydrogen absorption. 
Figure 1c,d shows that the lattice spacings of WTe2 flakes along 
the a and b-axes are 0.63 and 0.33 nm, respectively. The rectan-
gular selected area electron diffraction pattern shows the cleaved 
direction is along the a-axis. Figure 1e shows the corresponding 
calculated ∆GH values for the Td–WTe2 single layer (calculation 
details have been provided in the Supporting Information). ∆GH 
varies significantly depending on the surface adsorption site, 
with a very high ∆GH for the γ(W) site (the basal plane site) and 
with the lowest ∆GH for the α(W) site (the edge site). A similar 
trend was observed for 2H-MoS2 whose ∆GH values for the edge 
sites are shown in Figure 1e for comparison.[4] From the ∆GH 
calculations of WTe2, we see that even the most catalytically 
active site of WTe2, α(W), is still much worse than that of MoS2. 
Detailed discussions of the ∆GH trend of WTe2 sites stemming  
from the hybridization of projected density of states between 
the adsorbate and the adsorption sites are presented in 
Figures S1 and S2 (Supporting Information).

Figure 2a shows a schematic of a nanodevice as a micro-
reactor for HER. The measurements are performed in three- 
electrode configuration in an H2SO4 (0.5 m) droplet, repre-
senting a typical electrocatalytic HER measurement. Figure 2b 
shows the schematic cross-section view of the microreactor with 
a single-layer MoS2 flake as the HER catalyst. A sharp graphite 
rod and a home-made Ag/AgCl electrode are used as counter and 
reference electrodes, respectively. A gold electrode (or graphene  
electrode) is connected to the catalyst as a current collector. 
E-beam lithography is used to open a poly(methylmethacrylate) 
(PMMA) window to expose specific areas for HER while the 
rest of the substrate is covered with the cured PMMA layer. 
Figure 2c shows WTe2 and MoS2 microreactors exposing either 
the basal plane or the edge sites. Experimental details can be 
found in the Supporting Information. For MoS2, the devices 
shown in Figure 2c have graphene instead of gold as contact 
electrodes. The smaller cleave energy of Td–WTe2 along the  
〈100〉 axis results in two distinct edges for WTe2: (100) and (010) 
edges (Figure 2d, inset).[30] The edges of WTe2 perpendicular 
to the a and b-axes are defined as the (100) and (010) edges, 
respectively. The crystal orientation was distinguished by angle-
resolved, polarized Raman spectroscopy and infrared extinction 
spectroscopy (Figure 2d and Figure S3, Supporting Informa-
tion).[31] The vibration mode at 164 cm−1 reaches the maximum 
intensity when the incident laser is along the a-axis. We observe 
that the long edge is along the a-axis by summarizing 20 samples’ 
results, which is consistent with the recent reports.

We first examine the role of Φsc on HER. Gold electrodes 
are contacted to MoS2 and WTe2 for both the basal plane and 
edge site HER activities (Figure 3a). Despite the better align-
ment of ∆GH for HER, MoS2 does not show any activities in 
the low voltage range for both the edge sites and basal planes 
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using gold as a current collector (Figure 3a).[19] In contrast, 
WTe2 shows HER activities with the gold current collector 
even though ∆GH is much higher compared to that of MoS2. 

These results can be explained by the presence or absence of 
the Schottky barrier, Φsc. A large Φsc is expected at the semi-
conductor–metal interface between MoS2 and gold by Fermi 

Adv. Mater. 2018, 30, 1706076

Figure 1. a) Schematic diagram of a hydrogen evolution pathway determined by thermodynamic hydrogen adsorption free energy (∆GH) and interfacial 
barrier (∆Φsc). b) Reaction sites of HER of Td–WTe2. Reaction sites on the (100) edge, the (010) edge, and the basal plane are labeled as α, β, and γ, 
respectively. c) Lowmagnification TEM image of a WTe2 flake, scale bar, 2 µm. d) Highresolution TEM image of the WTe2 flake in (c). Scale bar, 2 nm. 
e) Comparison of the ∆GH values between Td–WTe2 and 2HMoS2 at various hydrogenbonding sites.
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level pining that results in poor charge injection for HER. The 
WTe2–gold interface is a metal–metal interface, thus Φsc is not 
expected. Figure 3b shows calculated densities of states (DOS) 
of MoS2, WTe2, and gold, from which Φsc can be obtained. Pre-
vious work reported a Schottky barrier[32] for Au (111)/2H-MoS2 
of ≈0.88 and 0.763 eV under a mismatch of 5.2% between the 
stripe of Au (111) and 2H-MoS2 surface.[21] Because a Schottky 
barrier represents that there are no available electron states in 
the semiconductor side for metal electrons to transfer without 

a high potential tunnel barrier, the Schottky barrier height can 
be estimated by comparing the DOS of the MoS2 and Au. There 
are no available DOS between −1 and 0.54 eV in MoS2. Above 
0.54 eV, MoS2 has nonzero DOS, available electron energy 
states. Thus, the minimum energy barrier that electrons from 
the Au must overcome to transfer to MoS2 is 0.54 eV. Our 
results indicate lower band occupancy with hybridized states 
around the Fermi level upon which we can assume a Schottky 
barrier of ≈0.61 eV at a significantly lower mismatch of 0.81%. 

Adv. Mater. 2018, 30, 1706076

Figure 2. a) Schematic diagram of microreactor with an HER threeelectrode setup. b) Schematic crosssection view of the electrochemical device. 
c) Optical images of different types of microreactors: WTe2 with an Au contact with basal plane or edge exposed; MoS2 with a graphene contact with 
MoS2 edge exposed; and graphene/MoS2 heterostructure with MoS2 basal plane exposed. Scale bar, 10 µm. The white dotted lines indicate the exposed 
surface areas of MoS2 or WTe2 that would participate in electrochemical HER. The exposed surface area represents the catalytic surface area for HER. 
d) Polarization resolved Raman spectra of the WTe2 flake with 633 nm linearly polarized laser excitation incident in the horizontal direction while the 
spectrometer is at an unpolarized status. Inset: (010) edge exposed device (left) and (100) edge exposed device. Scale bar, 10 µm.
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For Au (111)/Td–WTe2 interface there is no barrier due to the 
strong overlap of the metallic states of Td–WTe2 and the gold 
substrate. From these results, we deduce that efficient charge 
injection is critical for triggering HER activities. In the pres-
ence of a large Schottky barrier, thermodynamic alignment of 

∆GH does not contribute to HER. We note that to study the 
role of the Schottky barrier clearly, the iR correction was not 
performed. Because the Schottky barrier can be modeled as a 
parallel capacitance connected with a series resistance in cir-
cuit analysis, the iR correction performed at a single frequency 
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Figure 3. a) Normalized polarization curves measured from different devices using Au as contact electrodes: MoS2 with edge and basal plane exposed, 
and WTe2 with basal plane, (010) edge, and (100) edge exposed. b) Normalized projected density of states for Au (111)/2HMoS2 and Au (111)/Td–
WTe2 under less than 1% of average strain in the Au (111) supports. c) Summary of the overpotentials measured at 10 mA cm−2 for WTe2 devices with 
different sites exposed. d) A volcano plot of the exchange current density as a function of the ∆GH of the three different catalytic sites. The measured 
currents are normalized by the geometric surface area of the MoS2 or WTe2 that is exposed through the PMMA window. The geometric surface area 
was measured by optical microscopy. In the nanodevice configuration, the exposed surface area represents the catalytic surface area. e) Tafel plots for 
the WTe2 basal plane, (010) edge and (100) edge devices (Au as contacted metal) derived from the polarization curves in (a). The exchange current 
densities are, respectively, 6 × 10−6, 10 × 10−6, and 20 × 10−6 A cm−2. f) Stability of a typical device under multiple scans.
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cannot accurately capture the barrier height. The barrier height 
can also change depending on the magnitude of the applied 
voltage. Thus, an iR correction at one voltage may not translate 
for another applied voltage. In addition, for practical applica-
tions, the absolute voltage applied to the catalyst is important 
instead of the iR-corrected voltage.

WTe2 microreactors with the same gold current collector 
allow us to directly correlate ∆GH with HER activity by selec-
tively exposing only the basal plane, the (010) edge, or the (100) 
edge. The ∆GH calculation predicts that the (100) edge should 
be most active and the basal plane the least active. Polarization 
curves shown in Figure 3a confirm the prediction. Figure 3c 
plots overpotentials at 10 mA cm−2 current density for all WTe2 
microreactor measurements. Despite the scatter in measured 
overpotentials between microreactors (23 devices in total), the 
trend is clearly seen that the (100) edge has the lowest over-
potential of 320 ± 10 mV. The next active site is the (010) edge 
with the overpotential of 350 ± 10 mV, and the basal plane is 
least active with the overpotential of 390 ± 20 mV. The trend in 
the overpotential is in agreement with the predicted one based 
on ∆GH values. It is possible that the different HER activity 
may be due to the anisotropic electrical conductivities of WTe2 
rather than different ∆GH. The electrical conductivities along 
the three directions of WTe2 were measured to examine the role 
of conductivity on HER. Here we assume the same Φsc for the 
three cases. Resistances along 〈100〉 and 〈010〉 were measured 
to be similar (Figure S4, Supporting Information). Hence, we 
conclude the thermodynamic ∆GH dominates the overall cata-
lytic activities rather than the anisotropic electrical conductivi-
ties of WTe2.

To check the reliability of the nanodevice approach, we 
measure several devices of different PMMA window sizes. 
From device to device, there are scatters in the measured 
potentials, which are roughly 50 mV. Thus, our nanodevice 
approach can reliably resolve potential differences down to 
50 mV. To further confirm that our nanodevice approach is 
reliable, we fabricated nanodevices on Pt thin films and meas-
ured polarization curves (Figure S5, Supporting Information). 
The PMMA windows were varied between devices to ensure 
that our geometric surface area measurement was sufficient. 
The measured values were compared to the HER of a com-
mercial Pt disc electrode and literature values. The two polari-
zation curves are similar, giving confidence to our nanodevice 
approach.

The Tafel slopes derived from the polarization curves in 
Figure 3a are 141, 135, and 110 mV dec−1 for the basal plane, 
(010) edge, and (100) edge sites, respectively (Figure 3e), 
which shows the kinetics for the three types of catalytic sites 
do not change significantly. This indicates that the overall per-
formance reflects on thermodynamics more, rather than the 
kinetics, which confirms similar interfacial barriers for the 
three cases. The exchange current densities (J0) are 6 × 10−6, 
10 × 10−6, and 20 × 10−6 A cm−2 for the basal plane, (010) edge, 
and (100) edge sites, respectively. Due to similar interfacial bar-
rier and catalyst resistance, here we can make one-to-one corre-
lations between the overall catalytic activity and thermodynamic 
∆GH. We plot the exchange current densities as a function of 
∆GH for the three different types of catalytic sites in Figure 3d 
(from multiple devices). The linearity between the exchange 

current (in logarithmic scale) and ∆GH shows a similar trend 
to the previously reported results on the Pt–metal surface.[33] 
Additionally, due to the weak binding of protons on the WTe2 
catalytic sites, the experimental points are located on the right 
branch of the volcano plot, while an optimal catalyst can pos-
sess a higher exchange current by a ∆GH closer to the volcano 
center. Multiple scans show stable catalytic activity for indi-
vidual devices (Figure 3f).

To discuss the role of electron transport within the catalyst 
on HER, here, only the basal planes are exposed. Also, gra-
phene contacts[34] are used to reduce Φsc for efficient charge 
injection, in particular for MoS2. Relatively thick WTe2 flakes 
were contacted either at the top or the bottom surface by the 
graphene electrode. Figure 4a shows polarization curves of the 
WTe2 basal plane with the gold top contact, top graphene (TG) 
contact, and bottom graphene (BG) contact. We first note that 
the HER improves using the graphene contact compared to the 
gold contact. The Tafel slopes of graphene–WTe2 and Au–WTe2 
are 92 and 141 mV dec−1, respectively (Figure S6, Supporting 
Information), which suggests the metal deposition on the sur-
face of WTe2 nanoflakes still induces a Fermi level pinning 
effect that influences the kinetics. Interestingly, the polariza-
tion curves using the TG and BG contacts overlay almost on 
top of each other. Since the HER occurs at the top surface 
of the thick WTe2 flakes, in the case of BG contact, electrons 
injected from the graphene have to be transported to the top 
surface via interlayer van der Waals hopping. The overlapping 
polarization curves suggest that the interlayer electron trans-
port must be fast for WTe2. Figure 4c summarizes the over-
potentials at 10 mA cm−2 current density for all WTe2 devices 
(26 in total). Regardless of the contact types, the overpotentials 
did not change significantly, again confirming the fast inter-
layer electron transport for WTe2. We note the basal plane sites 
of ∆GH calculation of the graphene–WTe2 monolayer hybrid 
show reduction of ∆GH (Figure 4e), which does not apply to 
the experimental results due to the larger thickness of the WTe2 
flakes. Such a conclusion shows fast interlayer charge transport 
kinetics in the WTe2.

Unlike WTe2, we show that the HER activity of MoS2 can 
be modified greatly by modulating the electron transport. We 
studied the HER activity of the MoS2 basal plane with graphene 
as a current collector. Two cases are compared: MoS2 with a 
graphene contact, which requires intraplane electron transport 
to the catalytic site for HER, and MoS2/graphene heterostruc-
ture in which electrons can be directly injected to the catalytic 
site from graphene. Figure 4b shows the polarization curves 
of the two cases. The MoS2/graphene heterostructure shows 
better electrocatalytic activity than MoS2 with graphene contact. 
We achieved an overpotential of −110 mV at 10 mA cm−2 from 
the basal plane of the MoS2/graphene heterostructure. We note 
that the edge-exposed devices also show similar catalytic prop-
erty. Figure 4d shows all the measured devices, which clearly 
show the catalytic difference between the two cases. The Tafel 
slope of the MoS2/graphene heterostructure is much lower 
than that of the graphene-contacted MoS2 structures, as can be 
seen in Figure 4b. That shows the overall activity of the HER 
can be affected by the electron transport within the catalyst, 
often reflected in the Tafel slopes. We performed DFT calcula-
tions to understand if the thermodynamics also contribute to 
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the observed reactions. Comparison of ∆GH of a basal plane 
site between a freestanding MoS2 monolayer and an MoS2– 
graphene heterostructure shows that ∆GH does not reduce for 
the heterostructure (Figure 4e), indicating the electronic prop-
erty at the interface does not change dramatically. We emphasize  

that the Schottky barrier between the two cases, the G contact 
case and the heterostructure case, should remain the same, 
thus making the interface charge transfer to be the same for 
the two cases. The key difference is how the electron travels 
within MoS2 once it is inserted. For the G contact case, the 

Figure 4. a) Normalized polarization curves measured from the basal plane of the WTe2 nanoflake device with different electrodes, respectively.  
b) Normalized polarization curves measured from the basal plane of the MoS2 nanoflake device with a graphene contact, and of the MoS2/graphene 
heterostructure. c) Summary of the overpotentials measured at 10 mA cm−2 for WTe2 basal plane exposed devices. d) Summary of the overpotentials 
at 10 mA cm−2 for MoS2 basal plane exposed devices. e) Relative ∆GH of basal plane sites for the TMDs and TMDgraphene hybrid.
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distance between the electron injection point and the catalytic 
site is long. In contrast, for the heterostructure case, the dis-
tance between the electron injection site and the catalytic site is 
very short. Thus, the electron transport within the catalyst also 
influences the HER kinetics greatly. Therefore, we conclude 
the intralayer transport of MoS2 can impede the overall per-
formance and the heterostructure geometry can dramatically 
increase the catalytic current density by lowering the interfacial 
barrier and bypassing the intralayer transport.

In conclusion, we systematically studied the role of indi-
vidual factors that affect the electrocatalytic HER. The interface 
design is critical for the overall electrocatalytic performance 
for semiconducting catalysts rather than metallic catalysts. In 
addition, semi-metallic WTe2 with high mobility shows much 
higher interlayer charge hopping efficiency than that of MoS2. 
The intralayer electron transport of semiconducting MoS2 
and the lowering interfacial barriers also modulate the perfor-
mance rather than the lowering thermodynamic ∆GH of gra-
phene–MoS2 heterostructures. These results proved the role of 
each contributor to the overall catalytic performance and fur-
ther insights for the novel, high-performance, heterogeneous 
HER electrocatalysts design principle. Based on our results, 
it follows logically that the widely reported marked improve-
ment of the HER in TMDs such as MoS2 and WS2 as they 
undergo phase transition from the semiconducting 2H phase 
to the 1T′ metallic phase can also be explained partially by the 
removal of the Schottky barrier as the nature of the interface 
between the catalyst and the electrode changes from the metal– 
semiconductor interface to the metal–metal interface. The 
microreactor approach presented here showcases the effect of 
the Schottky barrier on HER.

Experimental Section

Detailed description and discussion of the device fabrication method, 
materials preparation and characterization, DFT calculation, and 
electrochemical measurements, as well as supplementary figures can be 
found in the Supporting Information.

Supporting Information

Supporting Information is available from the Wiley Online Library or 
from the author.
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